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HONDA HHT 36AXB
CORDLESS BATTERY

BRUSHCUTTER 
        

   

Product price:  

235,41 € tax excluded  
  

Product description:  

HONDA HHT 36AXB CORDLESS MOWER 

HONDA HHT 36AXB is a cordless brushcutter powered by lithium-ion battery, delivers 1.8 KW
thanks to which it manages to have exceptional performance in a robust structure.

The HONDA HHT 36AXB brushcutter, thanks to the state-of-the-art battery technology and its
efficient brushless electric motor, has very low noise level, but maintains an incredible efficiency
in any situation. The batteries are resistant to water infiltration, allowing professional gardeners to
keep working even when the weather is not favorable.

The Nylon wire head ensures automatic wire replacement so that every single cut is precise and
powerful. To help tackle the most stubborn vegetation, the HONDA HHT 36AXB brushcutter is
equipped with a cutting disc and a three-pronged blade that makes the toughest jobs easier.

The HONDA HHT 36AXB brushcutter makes work easier and safer. The adjustable harness fits
snugly around the shoulders and provides optimal balance while working.

Comfortable handlebar grip provides comfort, precision and the control to change direction with
minimal effort on even the roughest terrain. The padding between your hips and the HONDA HHT
36AXB allows you to feel fresh even after a long day's work.

Lithium-ion batteries have been developed to provide our hedge trimmer's brushless motor with
as much power and efficiency as possible, without compromising durability.  Together, the battery
and motor maintain optimal steel blade speed, without ever lowering the quality of cutting
performance while working.

BATTERIES AND BATTERY CHARGER ARE NOT INCLUDED IN THE PRICE 

TECHNICAL FEATURES HONDA HHT 36AXB
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Noise: (according to ISO 22868) 93 dB(A)
Motor power: 1.8 KW
Motor speed: 2800 rpm
Water resistance: IPX4
Run Time: 6Ah 84 min / 9Ah 126 min
Type of Shaft: Straight
Grip: Handlebar
Harness Accessories: Nylon Head / 3-Prong Blade
Armbar: Shoulder Mounted
Dimensions (L x W x H) (mm) 1970
Dry Weight: 6.5 Kg

Looking for an article with different technical characteristics? Here you can find the area
dedicated to brushcutters HONDA or other specialized brands.

Images and technical data are NOT binding and may be subject to revision by the manufacturer.

  

Product features:  

Engine: Electric
Net power (kW): 1.8 KW
Product dimensions (mm): (L x W x H) 1970
Acoustic power: 93 dB(A)
Dry weight (Kg): 6.5
Shaft type: Straight
Handle: Bike type
Optionals: Nylon Head / 3-Point Blade
Product type: Brushcutter
Engine manufacturer: Honda
Video: hmGMEww9q9s
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